
Post COVID-19 for Enterprise 



Alleviate congested elevators  

Without integration (plug & play) we enable you to 
minimise elevator rush hours by creating time slots for 
employees to enter your buildings. Access is granted by 
scanning a qr-code located at the entrance of the 
building.

Clear insight into the real-time occupancy within the 
building and if building policies are being adhered to



Safe phased tenant access 

See what days you have 
access

Book a fast lane ticket to get 
quick access to the building

Add vital staff and vital 
employees to a priority lane list

Enter the building 

Check out with QR code 



Phased employee access control

Without integration (plug & play) we enable you to phase 
employees back to work by enabling to make groups 
and grant employees timed access. Employees are 
granted access after scanning a Qr-code located at the 
entrance of the building.

Clear insight in the real-time number of people within 
the office and if company policies are adhered to



Communicate with your workforce

Enable your employees to feel safe and secure at work 
by communicating directly with all employees about 
company re-integration policy updates, hygiene tips, 
social distancing tips and work from home tips

Efficient communication by measuring the interaction 
with company updates



Touchless Room & Desk Booking

Enable your employees to book a room touchless and 
on the go. Including Exchange 365 full cloud integration 
and AD & SSO

Keep track of your room usage to adjust your cleaning 
schedules



Order lunch from your company 
restaurant

Building restaurants can be busy places. With on-
demand your employees are able to order lunch from 
the restaurant directly from their desk and have it 
delivered. This keeps the elevators free and encourages 
social distancing.



Limit the bookable desks with  
social distancing rules 

Provide your employees an easy way of 
booking a desk and adhere to the social 
distancing rules.

Measure when desks need to be cleaned 
and if policies are working



All Covid-19 employee information 
In one place

Provide your employees easy access to all of your health 
and safety plans & documents and contact details in one 
place

Measure if information is read and how many times 
Health departments received a call



Sense of office hygiene control

Enable your employees to report an unsanitary situation, 
request cleaning or let you know the office is out of 
hygienic products

Measure the time issue reports are resolved



Measure Restaurant Crowdedness

Get insights into how crowded your building and 
restaurants are. This helps you encourage social 
distancing and create optimal health and safety 
conditions

Measure crowdedness to reduces risk of health and 
safety issues



Real time insights in employee  
Health & Safety sentiment

Easily create questionnaires to send to your workforce

Measure the sentiment of your workforce



Measure Crowdedness

Get insights into how crowded your building, floors or 
company restaurant are. This helps you control social 
distancing and preserve health and safety measures.

Measure crowdedness to reduces risk of health and 
safety issues



Promote Social Distancing 
with Occupancy Limits

Limit the bookable desks with social distancing rules

Measure when desks need to be cleaned and if policies 
are working



Touchless visitor registration

Enable your guests to scan a QR-code to register 
themselves with their mobile phone

Measure the number of guests in the office building


